Refund and Reparation

HCOB: False Purpose Rundown
Hubbard introduces the False Purpose Rundown, a brainwashing technique designed to eradicate unacceptable
intentions and remove restraints from actions . He claims that the FPRD solves the damage that psychiatrists have been
inflicting on the human race for a near eternity. Hubbard claims that the FPRD removes backoff that was falsely imposed
by psychiatrists. The FPRD elicits confessions to specific types of crimes using the E-Meter, in the same manner as their
normal interrogation technique, called security checking.
The FPRD ads a step to the security check procedure. After confessing to a chain of similar crimes, the FPRD auditor
gets the interrogee to articulate the evil intention or false purpose that led him to to commit those crimes. The interrogee
is interrogated to identify the external source for the crimes. FPRD Indoctrination says the ultimate source are
psychiatrists, who have existed as implanters since time immemorial.
Hubbard promotes the removal of self-restraint.
RESEARCH
The tech research done was quite extensive and involves several major discoveries. But I&rsquo;ll let you in on one
thing: There were psychiatrists who existed way, way back on the track1.
It was the aim of these psychs back on the whole track to very carefully push in people&rsquo;s anchor points2 to
prevent them from reaching. The psychs were, themselves, a bunch of terrified cowards, and the prevention of reaching
was one facet of their operation. Handling overts, withholds and nonsurvival purposes3 with the False Purpose Rundown
has proven highly effective in undoing the effects of the &ldquo;work&rdquo; of psychs on the whole track, and restoring
the thetan&rsquo;s willingness and ability to reach.
[...]
RESULTS
Pcs and pre-OTs report&mdash;and folder studies confirm&mdash;a very high rate of case gain per hour of auditing on
this rundown, with unwanted fixed conditions and considerations dropping away left and right.
Barriers to enjoyment of life and attainment of goals that before seemed solid and formidable can be whisked away like
a puff of smoke before a fresh gust of wind.
What would be left if such barriers were gone? Certainty of self and one&rsquo;s basic purposes and
intentions&mdash;and a revitalized reach, drive and confidence in one&rsquo;s ability to achieve them, free from selfrestraint.
And that spells a better game!
&mdash;L. Ron Hubbard
HCOB False Purpose Rundown pdf 1 track or whole track: refers to a record of past lives extending back along a time
track of trillions of years. Hubbard made many claims about his discovery of this supposed track, and about his
proprietary mental technology that deletes its disasterous effects. In the current context, Hubbard claims to have
discovered the common villain for mankind's entire existence is "the psych." Scientology claims that psychiatrists are the
root cause for every bad condition in the universe. 2 push in anchor points: loosely translated, this means to actively put
someone in a psychologically introverted state. 3 overts, withholds and nonsurvival purposes: refers to crimes and
discreditable psychological factors extracted by Scientology's interrogation specialists, called security checkers and
False Purpose Rundown (FPRD) auditors.
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